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1* ,
The notion of schemata represent a pivotal construct In the area

of prose learning. Although several)efinitions of schemata have been

proposed, it is genetally. agreed that they are basically abstract,.

prototypical structures that serve as exemplars for concepts, sets

of concepts, and the refttionshinsamong those.concepts (cf. Thoindyke

and Hayes -Roth, 1979; Thoindyke'and_Yekovidh, 1980),
. .

Schemafihave been desdribed in two interdependent ways by theorists
. .

concerned with prose learning. One the one hand, story grammarians have

essentially focused on the schematic structure of narratives (e.g ,

hart, 1975; Thorndyke, 1917). These efforts have been concerned 41'

. .

scribing the stereotypical,struct e of stories, and determining
4 C .

the extai to wil1th ?his stn}a influences human comprehension and

. . A
memory (e.g., thorndyke and Y i , Yekovich and Thorndyke, in

press) .. 8cheidata are the, pr

and typicallyiiepresent In hieEarchica fashion, the dependencies among.

strUttain these concerts

the various elements inthe plot ot zation of the stories.
. .

#
On the other hand, schemata have also been used to

-
lescribe elementS-
)1

of human memory vital to the' understanding process je.g., Kitsch and van

Dijk, 19781, In these effdrts, schemata comprise internal.expectations ,

frimes, scripts, clusters of knowledge, or. mental scaffolding that a reader

employs to encode events, episodes, relationships, and sequences, found

intextAe.g., Anderson and Pichert, 1978). These schemata are sometimes

differentiated from story grammar schemata because'the former represent,

organizations within the reader that are used in interpreting incoming

7
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variables (Thorndyke and es-Roth, 1979), little information has

2

information rather than 1n-describing the stereotypical structure of
4

the narrative itself. ,While it has been shown that the well-foritedness:
ow. >i

of a narrative affects its memorability (Thorndyke, 1977), ond_that

the activation and of memory schemata are .influenced by text structure

. .

been compiled on the relation-between theoretically defined schemata "'
-. "

4 ,
-

(i.e. story grammar descriptions) and the mental representations of
.

.

narratives internal to the redder. That is,do the hierarchical struRture,

.
. .

. .
44' ,

,

,generated by story grammar rules motch a duplicate those-mental frameworks
. . ,

. .

fOr stories that reside wit .'n the reader? This is an important,question

,
for if it can be shpwn tha _narrative schemata in readers match the story

structures generated by gr= rs an important level of construct
t*,

validity is accorded' the grammars. However, a meant of determining

_the mental frameworks that reside within the learner must first be

established. 'A recent study reported by Pollard-Gott, McCloskey, and
t

'
Todres (1979) has-addressed just this issue.

2
Thelt'study; to be described,

below, reported both a method for determining the. structure pf stories .

.

as perceived by subjects (suiVeqive or .empirical structures) and provided a

comparison of these subjective struttures with story structures generated by

1

story grammar production, rules (theoretical structures) .

Perhago0 more pertinent for the present InveRigation is that the
.

Pollard-Gott'study'provideg a potentially useful methodology for studying
0 '

. narrative dieCoUrse structure in-special populations of readers. For

instance, theoretically generated structured should provide a valid compar-
"

ative base for investigating the subject ive organization Of narratives
, i ,

.
. .

.

-

for special.grpups of readers.(e.g.,'Jlearing impairea'readers)., This' _
. . .

go
4
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would not only shed light on the Understanaing process in special,

populations, but wouldalso pro''ide an indicant of the universality

pf narrative schemata.

The ISurpose of the present stud .was to compare the, subjective story,

structures generated by hearing red college -age students with

well known theoretically derived structures and with suhjectiye structures

prbdUbed by comparable hearing subjects. This was accomplished through'

partially replicating the Pollard -Gott experiment. In the Pollard-Cott''

study, undergraduate students were asked to read simple stories and

to place the sentences of the stories into clusters that formed cohesive

story units., The sentence clusters were subsequently analyzed usi

hierarchical clustering procedures to provide tree structures repr senting

'the generalized subjective storylstructure (Johnson, 1967). The theoretical

#
structures were generated from two story grammars: one described

by Glenn (1978) and one by Handler and Johnson (1977). The Glenn grammar

is typological and categorizes story propositions into six categories:

etting, Event, Internal Response, At'empt, ConseqUence, and Reaction;

.

the Mandler and Johnson grammar orders story, propositions into a hierarchy

similar to ThOrndyke's (1977). Pollard-Gott reported close agreement

between the theoretically derived structures and the'subjective,ones.

Further, they demonstrated that the clustering task used to derive

subjective structures was a useful and powerful way fo describe the

empirical structures.

Obviously, the clustering tabk is potentially well - suited for use
4-

'in investigating the subjective story structures hearing impaired

readers. However, we have yet td establish why it is important to

study hearing impaired readers from within the proposed framework.

5
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Let 'us now consider this issue. Whle hearing impaired readers have long

been notes as constituting a group of problem or substandard readers
. ,

(cf. Knight, 1979), evidence fom several recent sources indicates
. )

.

that hearing impaired read4rs process print in essentially the same

fashion as do.hearing readers. Brewer, Catcamise, and Siple (1979) found

that deaf adults with high levet' English skills showed the same semantic
.

,
...)

..
. . ,

integratiOn capabilitie6 as did hearing subjects when thereplicated
mo

the Bransford a40 Franks (1971) 'study. Along a

Getson and Kluwin (1978) and Kluwin,and Kluwin

../11strik g similarities in the ways. that hearing

adolescents interpreted ambiguous paragraphs.

similar line, Kluwin,

(1979) demonstrated

and hearing impaired

Finally, Ewoldt (in

press) has pOstulated that deaf.childien process print in a manner

similar to hearing, children, IDsedon,her error anal- is of story

retelling by.deaf subjects. However, these studies remain far from conclukve

and the deficit in the'reading achievement of idaf students persists.

Reasons for this depressed, reading achievement could lieiin the

notion of memory schema for stories. That is, memory schematefor
.

,...) . . . .

stories (subjective narrative schOnata)-haxe not been directly investigated
,

with deaf subjects. It could be thii7feading achievement is depressed

for deaf subjects because they activate narrative schema at some point

,.different in the reading process, that the narrative schema are

Construed differently,o immaturely, or that narrative schema are not

involved in processing print,-when compare with hearing subjects."

The prpsent study investigated these possibilities although the expectation

,

was, ea the literatuWauggests, thatein a clustering task like
k
the one

114 f
.

described by Pollard-Gott, nearing impaired subjects should display

,

C
6
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basicall'.the same subjective story structures as those displayed by

hearing subjects yip a visthe theoretically derived structure.

METHOD
I

Subjects and Materials

Fifty-two hearing impaired students enrolled j.n a college for

the de.f participated in the study. Four simple*narratiVes were used

in the.experiment:. Boy, King, Farmer ,.and Peter (short version),

These stories were taken without Modification from the Pollard-Gott

s tudy. Each story had been edited so that the proposition bo undaries

corresponded to a single sentence. The four stories Were arranged

"zs

in a booklet so that a story in paragraph form appealed first, the game.
;

story in sentence list form appeared second, and a.blank sheet forgroZing

the entence appeared last. The,order'in which the stories appeared in

the booklet was counterbalanced.

Procedx?re, *

t.

The stories were presented to subjects in four different English

-,

classes. The subject were- instrycted to read each .stork carefully,

sort the sentences-intoagroups that made up parts of tHe story, and to

work on only one story at a'time. In addition, the subjects were
6

advised that (a) each sentence *Could only be used once,, (b) sentences

next to each other on the list do.not necessarily have to.be grouped,

next to each other on the blank page, (c). some groups may contain a

single, sentence, and (d) they could form as many or few groups as they

'liked except that they could not form only one group. The subjects

formed sentence groups by writing down the sentence number end-drawing

e.

7
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a circle'around the.sentende nubmers ghat formed a group. All instructions

,
and discussions between the experimenter and the subjects were. conducted

. .

using sign,fanguage.* Theubjects workedl at their bwn 15ace and typically

I/
finished sorting the sentences from the four stories in 25 -30 minutes.

.
_

e 1c
,

RESULTS
. 100

Each of the fOur stories as analyzed in a fashiq identical to

. that reported in 'Pollard -Gott. While the reader is referred,to the

Pollard-Gott article for more detail, the baeasic elements of the analysis'

are explicated here.

. , .
- .

First, the basic unit, of analysis was the relatedness score. This

score was tallied for each sentence pair in a given story by counting ,

the number of subjects that included the pair in a cluster. Whe assumption
'Ss

here, was that sentence pairs Clustered by more subjects are more strongfy .

related. than sentance pairs clustered by fewer subjects.
S

Second, the resultant.relatedness matrix was analyzed by hierarchical ,

e
cluster analysis (cf. Johnson, 1967) This procedure produces.a tree.

*

structure of progreisively laiger,related clusters. Two methods may

be employed to derive cluster solutions: the single-link or connectedness
lb/

method rind the complete-link or diameter method. The single-link method

t`
produces solutions in which sentences are plcludedin the cluster if

they are highly related to any. of the sentenc in the cluster: The

complete-link method produces solutions in which sentences are included

in a cluiter only if they are highly related to all sentences in the cluster:.

While both methods were used in this study, only the solutions

resulting from the complete-link method are reported as was the case

\
4

-
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'in Pollard-Gott. 'In actuality, fhe single. , and complete-link,method
t

- 4

solutions were very similar. HowArer, .the complete link solutions

7

/4

yielded s/Pghtlybetter fits and were perhaps tondaptually more' appropriate

than the single-link solutions.(cf. Eriendly, 1976).

Third, two statistics were,used to evaluate tfie complete -ltnk

solutions.
3

One ,statistic,)4, evaluated how" well:the tree strictUres

fit the input data. The 41 value is inversely propartional to goodness

of fit and Friendly (1976):specified that'Values below .100'indibate,

gOod
4
fits. a

,

The second statistic, Z, 'represents a pseudo-Z score that
A, n

evaluates whether the sentences in a cluster repiesenta true cluster

or'Merely a random clustering of elements . The higher the value of Z
k,.n

the bettft the probability that the sentences form a true tluSter.

Although the sampling distribution for Z
k, n

is unspecified, Fillenb/m

and Rapport (1971) derived a Z value of 4 as a basls for rejecting

the hypothesis that the sentences represent a random clustering. As

this value is probably very conservative and as our results showed several

. clusters that approached a Z-valuu of 4, we have reported Z values

.1.f 3.0 land greater. (See note on Figure 1).

Thee results of the cluster analysis are reported in turn for each

of the faur'stories investigate in this study. Our solutions 'are

,

compared to those found-by Pollard-Gott for hearing subjecti and to

the theoretical structures provided by Glenn (1978),nd Mandler and
_ ..,,-,01

I. t

Johnson 1977). Details for interpreting the figures are given in an

:
explanatory note at the bottom of-Figure 1.

. * (-7 4 4

SolutioAs were obtained for two groups of hears g impaired subjects:
. .

t
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one group cordbining all 52 subjects and one subset of 35 deaf'subjecta

(36 for the Boy Story) with hearing losses of 85 dB or greater in the

better ear. The 85 dB criterion insured greater homogeny of subjects.

in the deaf subgroup and has been discussed by Conrad (1979) as demarking

t
the cutoff forpotential Processing differences between deaf and hearing

subjeCts. Consequently, if differences 'in subjective story structures
.

...-

between deaf and hearing subjects do, in fact, exist, they would most

.*

likely be found in this.grodp. Consequently, only the resultsfor the

deaf subgroup are reported here altholigh the solutions obtained for the

full,group and for: the deaf subgroup were tquite similar.

Peter Storx.

(Short Version)(

Table 1 presents the text of the Peter Story and Figure I presents

the solution for deaf s jects the solution reported by Pollard-Gott

for hearing subSectiv an Glenn's (1978) categoriesr The4 .041

for deaf subjects indicated an excellent fit of the tree structure to

the input data. Althaegh agreement was evidenced by aft three retresen-

tatives of simple story structure, several potentially interbstind

differences may be pointed out.

One differrce is that' sentence 16 clusters siZjnificantly. with

sentences 12-15 for hearing subjects.

find sentence 16 most,appropriately p

category while deaf subjects place it

category

sentence

Parently, hearing subjects

aced as the terminus of the Attempt

so as'to initiate the Consequence.

as does the Glenn grummaAt However, hearing subjects cluster

20 with Sentences 16-19 (Cqnsequence although non:-significantlyv

10
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Table 1. PETER STORY. (SHORT, VERSION) ..
-

1. This'is a story about a boy.
2. His name is Peter.. '

He lived on_a big farm.
0. One day Peter was.idayi*g inthe yaxd.
5. The mailman drove up in his truck.
6. The mailman gave "Peter the newspaper.

/

7. In-the paper Peter saw a story, about a circus.
8. Peter got very excited.
9. He had heard that circuses had trpined lions;

10.. He knew there were clown acts too.
11. Peter decided that he really wanted to go.
12. He packed a picnic luncb...
13. He started off for town.
14. He walked through the cow papture.
15. He followed a path by tie stream.
.16. A couple hours, later, Peter got to the...circus.
17. The first thing Peter saw was the lion show.--
18: Then he saw the clown:act.
1\9. The clowns were squirting eaoh other with water pistols.
20. Peter thoughethat the clowns werefunny:
21,. He deTidedlihat the lion show wastis favorite.
22. He thought tha the lion tamer was very brave.
23. Peter was hap with everything he saw.

Another difference is 'found in the higher levels of the tree structure.

Deaf subjects group the cluster 9-11 (Internal Response) with thy} cluster

represvting,Attempt (12-15) while hearing subjects group this same

cluster with the Event cluster. However, both hearing alledeaf subjects

define the Internal Response Aueter,as sentences 9-1l whikie Glenn

speclifies sentences 8 --11_i.y.bat category.

At the top most levels of the tree structure other differences

are in evidence. The deaf subjectsptoduced two major top level structures;

one consisting of the- (I) Setting and Event categories and one consisting

of.the 12) Attempt, Inurnal_Response, 06r:sequence, and Reaction categories.
4

Hearing subjects on the other hand produced fiyur major top level structures:

v(l) Setting,-121 Event and Internal l Response,\(3) Attempt, and (4)

Conaiguence and Reaction. If the v ry top most relations are remove

N . .

from the deaf subjects Solutions, er, the major clusters become:,
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- FIGURE 1. CLUSTERING DIAGRAM FOR DEAF A.ND BEARING SUBJECTS AND
GLENNIS(4928) CATEGORIES FOR THE PETER STORY (TORT VERSION).
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, NOTE: The GlennT1978)e categories are as follows: Seiting,,Event,-Intiirnal
Response,. Attempt, Consequences and Reaction., The top axis represents
of subjects and the vertical. axis represpnis sentence numbdr(see Table.1.).
Thus, sw6nces 1 and 2 were paired by at least 89% of the deaf subjects,

6ny at least 862 of the deaf subjects, and so on.. An 100 indicates ,

4a significant 'z' and a number in that position-mindicites 34 z (4. Thus. -

sentences 1 and.2 clustered significantly for deaf subjects and sentences
5 and 6 clustered at z 3.89.' The data, for hearing' subjects was reported

. in Pollard-Gott, McCloskey, and Todrei(1979).
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6,

me

40

0) Setting, (2 Eyeni', (3) Event anclinternaf.Response, (4) Consequence

and Reaction whiqh.more-c],osely parallels the solution.fqr heain4 subjects.

.-;
Coitipaagons pf the: internal structure of each of :these major

14,0:
1-- . .

qlusters,for-deaf and hearing subjects reveals some additional potential.fy
..,

l
* ..

'interesting differences. The Setting clItster (1-3) wag,formed 1, 2,

(sig.) for heaing ubiacts and.1, 3: with 3 (sig.), for dear subjects.
.

The Event category wes different for the two grOUps of sebjectS. 'Hearing

subjects dlustered 4 with 5, 6 (sig.) while deaf subjects clustered.I
'4 with 5, § (sig.) and-4-6 with 7, 8,(sig.). Thelitternal Response

ea.
category for heling subjects clustered 9, 10yh 11, and then 7, 9

.

911 (gig:). Thedit clustered significantly with the Event
.

. .
.. ._ z

Filiggorry. Qeaf subjects, clustered 9, 10 with 11 for the Internal .111..
. s

Response category. The Attempcategory for hearillg,subjects.was formed
**.

by cltiitering 12, 13' with 14., 15 (sig.) and then,12-15 with 16 (gig)
.1

For the deaf sqpjects the Attempt category/was fbrmed by'clustering

- .
.

\r-',
13 with14, I'S (sig.), 42'wit3-15 (sig.) and,then clustering back .

.- mmr
h*s

to'the Attempt category (sig.). The'ConseguenCe'category for hearing

) 10.

subjects clustered 17 With 18, 19,(sig.)While for deaf subjects i't

clustered 17, 18 with 19, 20 (sig.) and lAllwith 17-20 (gig.). The
)

Reaction category consisted of 20 with 21, -22 (si.).and 20-22rwith

23 (gig.) for hearing subjea . Deaf subjects produced Reaction

W category of 21, 22 with 23 (near sig.), Inboth theJleaxing and dest)

groupfthe Reaction category clustered with, the Consequence category
.

4

rignificantly,-

It would
4

seem that while majorclustei.s are produced by each croup #11

that roughly coincide withiplenn's story categorieC.theway in which

13
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the clusters are formed and their, specific boundaries are, somewhat

4
derent for. the.Peter Story.

The results -of the c1 ter analys = are presented in Figure 2',
and the text of the ng Story is prese ted in Table 2. "ithegluster.

solution for this story yielded.4= .042 WhiCh aggin indicates'an

excellent fit b eon the solution and the input data. A comparison

of the subjective structures produced by deaf and hearing subjects

and the, structure prodkced by Maddier and Johnson's grammar shows

them all to be quite similar.

As in Mandler and Jghnston, and'in the structure for hearing subjects,
. .

the deaf sub4ects produCed three major clusterings of sentences. Hoeever,

.

these three major clusters were lot identical and exhibited some inter-

.

eating contrasts.

,a

Table 2. KING-STORY

1. Once there". a kiwi:
1

4. 111'ne king'had three lov&ly daughters.

3. One'day the' ee deu4hters went Walking in the woods.

'4," They were Oiemselyes very much.

They' lost t the time.
13'6. They stayed too long the woods.

7. A dragon anntared.
8. 'He 4ldnapped the three daughters..

9. As they were being dra§ged,off they Cried for 'help.

10. Three heroes heard their cries.

11.. They set off to rescue the daughters.

12. The heroes reached the scene.

13. They fought the dragon.

14. They killed .he dragon..

15. They rescued the maidens.

16. The heroes returned the daughters safely to-tile palace.

17. ,The king heard of the rescue.

18. He rewarded the heroes.

. Pollard7Gett had noted that the' ective story structure'for hearing

14
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IGURE,2(a). CLUSTERING DIAGRAM FOR DEAF AND
HEARING SUBJECTS FOR THE KING STORY.
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FIGURE "2(b). MANDLEUAR JOHNSON'S(1977) TREE
STRUCTURE FOR Tat KING STORY.
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NOTE: The vertical axisbfor the theorlticalaandler and Johnson)
,''structure has no scalar va21144.kut rather represents a physica

dimensiownecessarY to visuallylltsplay the hierarchy of clusters.
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subjects had showertain differences

c61

with the Mindler and Johnston"

&ructure. Basida/ly, follaLd-GOt:t,defended the subj tive story structure

produced by thekheering subjects as being spore netlike grouping of

14

sentences. A majok:, reqUiresint of Mandler and Johnson's grammar is a'

Well defined Beginnin90Velopment, and,Ending for each episode.. This
e

requirement may force sent? into structures that would not our

under lesi constrained.Aiations. Conqequently; subjective structures

such as 'those 'produCed!b Pollard-'Gott's subjects at leaat represent

a reasonable alternative 'strt

;sentence 16 could represent

ing of story elements, Forrexample,
, .

final actionein the rescue episode (subjective

-structure) as wekt d's,initiate the final episode (as in Mandler and Johnbon).
°

4Ahough the deaf'subjects closely paralleled the hearing-subjects

in left beginning, and'aidd sections of the tory, the latter part of the
.

story structure differed.to a larger extent. The deaf sub ects clustered

sentences 15-18 in theodhaluding.episode, Mandler and JoeRsOn.clustered

16-18, and the-heari objects cluitered 17-18. The deaf subjects initiated. ..

,

. ,

the final cluster represghiiing the return of the maidens and the rewarding
.

"of,the heroes with sentence 15 ('They saved the maidens'). It is hard

to isolate a good rationale 'for including sentence 15 with the return ,

,and reward episode. It seems much more defensible to cluster sentence 15,

'WittCthe preceding senten 1..ed- (10-14) detailing the rescue episode. However,
,

. ,

'41.w-illitence 15 did not lustet with sentences 16-18 significantly for the

deaf subjects, so any. conclusions at this point must remain 'tenuous.

addition to thine differences, the manner in which'the selltences

-were combined from sentence 10-18 is interesting. The deaf subjects
A

clustered 10 witt 11,-12Asig.), 10-12 with al, 14F (sig.0, 15, 16 with

16
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b44

.
- I-

1

17/ 18,-and 10-14 With.15-18 (sig.) :

oefth4.5 (sig.),, 12 with 13 -15,sig.)./

2-16 (sig.) and 17 With,18. Handler

12, 13/1;th14; 11 With 12-14, 10 and

Although Isafor cluster boundaries were

f

.15

41
Heafinrsubjects clustered 13, 14

12 -15 with 16. (sig.), 10, 11 with.

and Johnson's grammar clustered
A

15 with 11-14, and 16, 17 with 18.

appropriately maintained in the

.earlier parts of the story, the latter parts were not as similar and

the internal structure of clusters seemd to show a different organization

between deaf and hearing subjects and the theoretical structure.

f_

Farmer Story,

The Farmer Story cluster solutions are presented in Figure 3 and

the story propositions are listed in Table 3. The cluster solution for

deaf subjects produced a A .051 indicating yet another excellent fit.

1

Examination of the cluster solutions in Figure 3 shows that the deaf

subjects produced major clusters that were identical to the hearing subjects

but which differed somewhat from MadOler and Johnson's structuring of
. .

the story.

Both deaf and.hearing subject:v.-produced clusters of sentences 1 -7,

8-10, and 11-16. Some differences are evident withinzthose clusters.

For.exakole, hearing subjects cluster' sentences 5 and 6 out of sequence.

and cluster 8-10 attaches to for deaf but not for hearing subjects,

However, the two solution 4!-?" n remarkedly similar in terms of the'

external boundaries of the major
, .

episodes.

MAndler and - Johnson's grammar produces a neat right' ranching tee

structure for.the Farmer Story. However, as Pollard-Gott points out,

the subjective structure produces three basic episodes: sentence 1-7
ow,

describe:the farmer's initial failure to get the donkey.inio the barn,

17 .40
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sentences 8-10 describe a second Abortive attempt, andsentencesiL1-16
. .

- describe the final events culminating in the donkey entering the

Pollard-G6tt concluded that the subjective organization, of such a story '

might not be as tight as the theory would specify. Certainly the fact,

0

4,

the deaf.subject's clustereClosely mirrored the hearing subject's subjective
". -

. (.. -

organization would strenghten this conclusion.,

Table 3. FARMER STORY

1. 1. There once was an old farmer.
2. He owned a very stubborn donkey.'

.

3. One evening the farmer wanted to cut his donkey into the barn.

4. First he pushed him. -_

5. The donkey would not move.
6. Then he pulled him.

7. The donkey still wcauld.not move.

8. Next the farmer though he could frighten the donkey into the barn.

9. So he asked his dog tokbark at the donkey.'

10.

11.

The lazy animal refUsed. e

Then the farmer thought that his c could get the dog to bark.

12. So he asked-the cat'to scratch th dog.

'13. 'tThe cooperative eat scratched the g.

14. The dog immediately began to bark. es.

15. The blaing fright4hed the donkey.
16. The cceyjumged into the barn.

However, Pollard-Gott also Maintained that the hearing subject's

.c1 sters easily translated into tight branching clusters. Examination

of 'Figure 3 shows this to be the case. But the deaf subject's cluster

.
.

solution did riot display 114.s rightebranching tendency. That-is, the outer

bckundaries of the clusters'wersi the-same but the internal organization

of these same clusters was different in each case.

:
For example, cluster 8-10 was formed by clustering 8 and9 with 10

for hearing subjects.but.4)as formed by clustering 8 with 9 and 10 for

dead subjects. Both clusterings differed from the relationship specified

for sentences $-10 by Handler and Johnson. Similar contrasts were found
. .

4
.

. for sentences 3, 5, 6, 11,14 13. However only sentence 13 clustered sig-

/-*

% .

./ t
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inificanly,for the deaf subjects although sentence.8 approached a sig-
: '

nificant clustering.
.

certainty that these

Consequently, it cannot be expected with any,great

k.
potentially provocative differences would' replicate.

. Boy Story

The cluster s lutions for `the ,Boy Story axe depicted in Figure IS

and the.text for the Boy Story is presented in-Table 4. The fit of the
4 .4

solution fot the deaf subjects was13= .052. /his excelle/nt fit

indicated that the deaf sulleCts,had a high level of agreement an

themselves' on the sorting task. Such was not the case with the hearing
t

subjects in the Pollard-Gott study, however.

I, The Boy Story consists of two symmetrical episodes With a common.

setting, statement according to Mandlei and,Johnson. While approximately

half pf Pollard- gott's subjec&s (Group.I).produced this structure another
css,

subset of nine subjects (OrouliVI) produced a strliture that clustered

the common elements across the episodes. For example, sentences.3,'4,

11, and 12 were cluptered becatge 11 and 12 represent the same function

in the second episode is 3 and®4 did in the firilt episode.

HOwever, the deaf subjects appeared -hot to, utilize this alternative

structure as the Boy Story solution them closelly followed that of

the two episode organization..).Also the very gpod fit of the

tree strtilurb to the inpfit data would preclude major di,sagreement

among the deaf subjects. Consequently, only the Group I solution from

'Pollard -Gott is presented fdilICIV,Brison here. .

Reviewing this comparison in Figure 4 reveals a situation similar

,too that noted for the Farmer Story; That ititY. the external boundaries

of shutters are the same but the internal organization of the clusters

20
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.

differs between the deaf subjects, the hearing subject-Eli, Afd .the'theo-
,oe

retical structure.

(
'Table 4. BOX STORY .

a

1. There once was a little boy. - .

.
.

.

ea

2. He lived in a very hot country%
3: One day his mother told him ,,to take some cake to his grandmother

who lived nearby. ,

4. She warned him to hold the eake very so it would
not break'into crumbs.

5. The little boy wrapped the cake up ln'a leaf.
6: He tucked the oakt under his .

7. He carried thi, cakelto his grandmother's hour.
8. When fie. got there the cake had all crumbled into pieces.
O. His grandmother told him he was a silly little boy.,
10. She said that he shOuld have carried the cake on top on his

head so that it wouldn't break.
11. She gave him a Pet of butter to take back to his mother's house.
12. The little boy wanted to be very careful with the Butter.
13. He put iihe butter on his'head.
14. He tarriedthe butter home.
15; The sun was-hot.
16. When he got home the butter was all melted.
17. His mother told him he was a silly. little boy.
18. She said that he should have wrapped the butter in a leaf so

, it would have gotten home safe and 'sound. '

5,

For example, within the episode 3-10 the deaf subjects clustered'

6 with.7

with 9,.10,

(sig:), 5-7 with 8 (sig.), 5-8 with 3, 4 (sig.), and 3 -8

The hearing.'sUlqects,,however, clustered 5 with 6,-.7 (sig.),

5-7 with 3, 4 '(sig.); 8 with 9,'10, and 3-7 with 8-10 (sig.). Manaler

and Johnson's grammar clustered 5-7 with 8:'and 34 with 5-8 with 9, 10.

19.

.

A similar, though not as pronopmced, contrast can be.found by viewing

the second episode in Figure 4,
A

, 1

It would appear that the results from the Boy Story indicate that-

1 borne replicatable differences within the episodic structure exist between

deaf-subjects, hearing. subjects, and the theoretipal story structure.

DISCUSSION

Mr

The subjective story structures generated by deaf subjects have

shown both similarities and differences when compared with the subjective-'

.
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story structures-generated by heAring'subjects and with theoreti-

cally derived structures. The similarities, in large part, tesard

the outer boundaries of major clusters. The differencei, on the other

hand, largely pertain to the internal structuring of the major *lusters.
.

Each. bears closer °inspection in turn.

First let us examine the similarities. Both the Farmer Story and

the Boy Story showed quite consistent similarities in the outer boundaries

of"major clusters in both the deaf and hearing solutions. The episodic

structure of both these stories wa(e, essential-ti the same for both groups.
, 4

Although the subjective story structures differed from the theoretical
7

.structures, they did.so for easily justifiable reasons (c.f. Pollard-Gott,.

McCloskey, and Todres, 1919).

The King and Peter Stories, while showing similarities' between the

outer boundaries of major clusters, did not do so as consistently as
-

iiithe previous two stories. Whe Ring Story maintained some cluster

boundaries for botligroups until the rescue pisode was initiated in

,sentence 10. Then, the subjective structures for both groups and the

theoretical structures presented-different boundaries for the remaining
7

clusters.

In the Peter Story the_iimilarities in the major boundariesbetween

deaf, hearing and theoretical structures stop er the Setting cluster.

That is, in all of Glenn's (1978) six categdffes onty_one is, supported

by both' deaf and hearing subjects. The remaining five categories (Event-

Reaction) shy disagreements inithe outer boundaries of major clusterp

between deaf and hearing subjects in every case.

'These dissimilarities between the deaf, hearing and Glenn structures

1r

23
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was most typically in the placement of one sentence or proposition.

For example, one group of subjects would uses given sentence to close

,

-

or complete a given cluster, while the other group would use the same

22

proposition to initiate the subsequent episode. UnfortuAately, no one

group consistently used a sentence to close an episot4'e while the other

grOn0 ufed itto open tfie ensuing. episode. Consequently, no Patterns

were immediately discernable. , \ ,

'However, the Peter Story itself may account for some of these

problems. It was the only story of the four in which the Glenn grammar

was employed. It was the only storyathat was created by the grammar

\-
rather than parsed by it. That is, each sentence in the story was created

to fit one of the six'Glenn categories. Copsequentlylithe Peter Story

has a relatively high potential for being contrived. While the categories

themselves appear to be valid (both subjective structures were comprised

of six major clUsters),. the exact boundariee'of the categories'as set

forth oy Glenti, may not be so.

,SiZond, let us examine more closely the intetnal structuring of

the major cluiters. Summaries of the internal organization of the major

structures can be obtained by rereading the final paragraphs of each story

report in theAresults section. Although, the preceding discussion pointed

up some dissimilarities in outer boundaries; these summaries point up

differences in the internal organization of the major cluseirs for deaf

and hearing subjective structures and empirical structures, in almost

every case. AV not all the differences occur between clusters

with significant Z ialuss, enough do occur to demonstrate that the internal

organizations of'the major, clusters do differ between deaf, hearing And

4
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theoretically Aerivedaolutions.

Consequently, the results are not as conclusive as was originally
A*

LO
hop . On the one hand(particigarly for the Farmer, Boy and icing Stories)

Iwe ha own evidence that strongly-suggests.the universality of the

narrative schema. Hera, both deaf and hearing subjects produced almost
.

.

v...

identical subjective. story structures that matched rather nicely the

theoretical structures (or differed froi-tbeel in justifiable ways).' On

the other.band our results also show-differences: (a) in.the outer.

boundaries of some of the major clusters in the King'Story

all of the major Clusters in the Peter
1

f

Story, and (b) in the internal

organization within a large proportion of t major clusters in.all of

the stories.

td,

Perhaps-these differenies do not effresent true differeAces. However,-

Nle "goodness of fit" Of the,cluster solutions for deaf subjects was

better than that for hearing subjects in every case.\ In additTon,

deaf subjects produced more significant Z,values for clusters than was

A
produced by hearing subjects. This fact would indicatd a'higher proportion

of clusters replicating for deaf subjects than for hearing subjects.

/Consequently, it.is felt-that the differences shown in'our results merit
. ,

consideration as true differences, for the most part.

Given that these-differences are true ones, what ramification's

, . do they hold for deaf subjects when processing print? That is, areethese

finding% indicative '1 differedt processing and/or narrative schemata

in deaf subjects? Our data would\Tear to support the following in

this regard.

'First, deaf readers do appear to employ an internal structure or

organization consistent with that expressed by hearing subjects and

25
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by .theoretically derived structures. If one sets aside the results fOr the
.

.',N

'Peter itory,,for w;hat we' feel.are defensible reasons, then theloiiter_
.

I

24

t-.boundaries of the major clusters a identical for deaf and .heardng

. -

subjects for all but the latter epis des of the King Story. These latter

episodes were construed differently from the,Mandler and Johnson version -

in both the deaf and earing subjective structures. This could indicate

.that these final episodes exhibit fuzzy boundaries, as vas suggested
.

Poll-"d -Gott, and oad a consequence one would not expect ,identical

outer boundaries to obtain. In any event, our data support, with some

qualification, the universaliqy of narrative sch011ata.in the reading

process.
1

Second, although deaf and hearing subjects appear to share similar

outer boundaries for the major clusters, the intetnal organization of

those same clusters appears to be different. This factor was demonstrated

rather amply earlier in this section and research showing cross-cultural

story schemata differences provides asossible explanation for this occurence.

It could be that deaf children grow and develop in a culture different

.

from hearing children and that their set of life experiences and communi-
i

cation difficulties could c use differently organized narrative schemata

to develop. The notio of the deaf living in both a hearing and deaf

culture has been forth oming for some time (Stokoe, 1976; MarkowiOz

ti

and Woodward, 1975; Padden and MarkOwicz, 1975) so a certain level of
/-

,

credence accrues to this possible ev4anation. -

What other factors would require examination and explanation befog,

our results could be considered conclus4ve? At least two factors come,

ismiediaiily to mine.

26
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Firstly, a major assumption necessarily underlies. our coOparison

I .
'

of deaf subjects with hearing subjectsltnirthe emPirial structures.

Thus.fartwebhave assumed that agreement in major cluelpr boundaries

..- .

implies similarity of meaning, and function'of those major clusters between

the deaf and the hearing subjective structures and the theoretical'structures.

-

While this could well be,...otir data do not_directly comment on it.

-SecOndly,'cmi accounting of the data 41d reflect bur biases and.,
-4 -

the simplest explanation of-all would be that'the results are artifactual'

to the'sorting task itself. That is, it could be that the results are

due to relative simflicity of the'tatk and of the `underlying structure.

For example, chile propotitions clistered sequettially-(e.g. 1 with 2;
.. --..._a ,

3, 4, with 5), rarely was the natural sequence of propositions altered

in°the clustering task (e.g. 1 withlt- 2, 3, with.'5). The simple, 2/

seguential'nature bf the task coupled,with some as yet undetected salient
-4

feature of the. propositions could also for- the results f our

f

study. Additionally7lt was not necessary for subjects to proce and

pcomprehendthe propositions in they stories at any depth, in order to

complete the sorting task. Thua,our data do not comment on whether

. the major clusters obtained in the subjective structures are actually

used Wsubjects in processing and comprehending print.

As a result of these factois two additional studies aie nearing
t ill '.1 ,

implementation. One study will utilize the sorting task to cluster
4.

..

propositions presentee to subjects in `scrambled order. This wold
(
force subjects toprocess the propositions at1 a deeper level andgliessen.

4
, the likelihood .that the meats arittifacts of .the task. A second

. * ,

;tidy-will have idbiects-sortthe sentences into clusters and then provide

27
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a title for each clustem. This task should also force deeper processing

26

of the propOsitiond as well as illuminate the meaning attaglid'to the

clusters by the subjects.

We. regard the results of our study as a firsf stepin.defining

a

research
&a focusing on schemata and prose learning in both leneral

and deaf populations. 'Many unanswered c u tions are evident and many

interesting and provocative questIons remain to be broached. HoweVer,

as the processing of print has retained an unresolved focal problem

4--s--"r\in the Education 'o! the Deaf since its inception, it is wel; worth all

)

the attention we can .give it.

S.

a
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